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INDUCTION TRASH CAN 

This product is mainly placed in the office, kitchen, living room, toilet and other places to collect 
waste. This product can also be used as a storage bucket. 
This product has the function of opening the lid in inductive triggering mode. If any object or 
hand is close to the intelligent infrared sensing area of the product (if the object or hand stays in 
the sensing area all the time, the lid will continue to open), or knock any position of the barrel 
body to make the product vibrate, the lid will open automatically, and the lid will close 
automatically after 5 seconds. 
This product is composed of infrared sensor, vibration sensor module, precision mechanical 
transmission device, microcomputer control chip, etc. It is high-tech, practical and innovative, 
energy-saving product. 
This product has reliable performance, simple to use, low power consumption, convenient 
sanitation, strong anti-interference ability, beautiful appearance and other advantages. 

How to replace garbage bags 

 Set the garbage bags
 Secure the bag with the barrel ring
 Cover the lid
 Deodorant products can be placed
 Cover the grid
 Place in a whole roll of garbage bags

Product Description 
Name: Intelligent sensor garbage bin (PLUS Touch sensor Enhanced version) 
Weight: 860 g 
Material :ABS+PP PP + electronic components 
Application: living room, kitchen, office, room, commercial place 
Features: stereo dual mode induction, fast open cover, mute switch cover, low power 
consumption environmental protection  
Size :23.5*23.5*29cm 
Capacity: 16 L 
Color: white, grey 
Mode: infrared induction mode, infrared induction + knock vibration induction (dual mode)  
Power supply mode: Rechargeable version (5V USB) 



Operation 

Power ON/OFF 
Press OPEN/CLOSE to power on, and press again to power off. 
Manually close and open 
Press the OPEN button once to OPEN (manually opening will not automatically close), and then 
press the button once again to close. 

Note for use of rechargeable version 
USB - DC chargeable 
Please use the 5V power adapter for charging. 
Indicator Light Description 
Red - charging 
Green - fully charged 

Cautions 
The inside of the barrel cover of this product is electronic product, including precision electronic 
components. 
Do not flush with water directly to avoid internal circuit damage or short circuit. Use a dry cloth 
to wipe the inside and outside surfaces clean. 
Do not use external force on the barrel cover, otherwise it will damage the transmission parts. 
Do not stick objects to the touch screen keys; otherwise, the touch screen will be affected. Use 
only a soft cloth to wipe the touch screen area to avoid scratches. 
If you do not use the product for a long time, please long press the shutdown button to shut 
down the product. 

Package Contents 
Manual*1, 
USB-DC charging cable *1(rechargeable version)  




